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Model Description excl. VAT Inc. 20% VAT

P110 Universal Version with a 3/8" microphone thread for fitting to a microphone 
stand or gooseneck £40.00 £48.00

P110 Gooseneck Std. clamp Version with an integral gooseneck with a 3/4" clamp for attaching to a 
standard microphone stand - gooseneck is 33cm long excluding clamp £40.00 £48.00

P110 Gooseneck 1" Clamp As above, but with a clamp for larger microphone stands with a 
diameter of up to 1" £40.00 £48.00 NEW

P110 Gefell EH93-P

Gefell Version  with an integral clip to fit the  EH 93-P  shockmount - 
this version is suitable for the Microtech Gefell M930, M940 & M950 
microphones and allows the microphone and pop killer to be rotated in 
the mount (pictured at the top with EH93-P shockmount and 
microphone)

£40.00 £48.00

P110 Gefell Ts

Gefell Versio n with an integral clip for the M 930 Ts  microphone in 
the EH 93-P  shockmount - this version is also suitable for the 
Microtech Gefell M930, M940 & M950 microphones in the EH 93  (non -
P version) shockmount (NB: the microphone and pop killer cannot be 
rotated in the non -P mount).

£40.00 £48.00

P110 Brauner Brauner Version  with an integral clip that attaches the P110 to the 
elastic suspension of the Brauner Phantom microphone £40.00 £48.00

P110 Neumann BCM Neumann BCM Versio n with an integral clip that attaches the P110 to 
the Neumann BCM 104  or BCM 705  broadcast microphones

£40.00 £48.00 Recently 
Introduced

P110 INV-7HG-V version

INV-7HG-V version  - this version of the P110 is designed to attach to 
the Rycote INV-7HG III  suspension orientated vertically, for use with 
the Gefell UMT 70S  or MT 71S  microphones (INV-7HG III not 
included)

£40.00 £48.00 NEW

P110 INV-7HG-H version

INV-7HG-H version  - this version of the P110 is designed to attach to 
the Rycote INV-7HG III  suspension orientated horizonally, for use 
with small diaphragm condenser microphones (INV-7HG III not 
included)

£40.00 £48.00 NEW

Gooseneck Optional gooseneck with 3/8" male and female microphone threads for 
the P110 Universal version £18.00 £21.60

P110 Foam Filter Pad Spare / replacement "hydrophobic" foam pop killer pad for all P110 
versions - For increased hygiene, each user can have their own pad. £12.00 £14.40

This price list supersedes all previously issued price lists.
Prices are ex-works. Delivery charged extra.
Payment is required prior to shipment unless specifically otherwise agreed.
Manufacturer reserves the right to make changes/improvements without prior notice.
Title to the goods remains with the seller until the goods are paid for in full.
E&OE

UK Price  -  £

The P110 Pop Killer is delivered as standard with a black frame.                                                       
The hydrophobic foam filter is 11cm in diameter and 20mm thick.

Tel:  01869-600-817
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The Håkan P110 Pop Killer from Swedish microphone specialist mikrofonen.se is a very special 
pop killer that is specifically designed to effectively prevent plosives (pops) and, at the same 
time, to eliminate the audible colouration that other pop filters often display.  It is extremely 
effective in killing pops without compromising the frequency response and character of the 
microphone.

The foam used in the P110 was carefully researched to maximise pop protection and minimise 
colouration - the specially selected foam is "hydrophobic" – this means that it will not absorb 
water.  So moisture from the breath will not be absorbed by the foam and therefore does not 
stay on the filter to distort and colour the sound; it also makes it easy to clean.

Usage Notes:
Like any pop filter, the Håkan Pop Killer needs to have some space 
between it and the microphone to work effectively.


